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**Title:** Cadalin v. Court of Appeals et al.: A Landmark Case on the Claims of Overseas
Filipino Workers

**Facts:**
The  case  began  in  1984  when  Bienvenido  M.  Cadalin,  Rolando  M.  Amul,  Donato  B.
Evangelista, and numerous other claimants initiated a class suit against Asia International
Builders Corp.  (AIBC) and Brown & Root International,  Inc.  (BRII)  with the Philippine
Overseas Employment Administration (POEA) for various money claims, including benefits
provided by Amiri Decree No. 23 of Bahrain, Retirement and Savings Plan benefits, etc., due
to  their  employment  in  Bahrain.  Multiple  complaints  with  similar  claims  led  to  the
consolidation of cases L-84-06-555, L-85-10-777, L-85-10-779, and L-86-05-460.

The POEA Administrator  decided in  favor  of  only  324 claimants  on January 30,  1989,
awarding US$824,652.44. The case was appealed to the NLRC, which on September 2,
1991, modified the POEA’s decision. It dismissed claims for 94 complainants, awarded to
149 complainants, set aside awards for 19 complainants who worked outside Bahrain, and
re-opened the cases of 752 complainants for further determination.

Following several motions for reconsideration and a Supreme Court decision dismissing
certiorari petitions, the NLRC embarked on implementing its decision, which resulted in
formal hearings from 1997 to 2001. On December 3, 2002, the NLRC rendered a decision
awarding over US$600 million to the claimants. However, upon reconsideration, it reversed
this decision on May 7, 2003, leading to the petitioners seeking certiorari with the CA,
which upheld the NLRC’s reversal.

**Issues:**
1. Whether the CA erred in upholding the NLRC’s May 7, 2003 decision, which reversed the
award of over US$600 million to petitioners.
2. Whether the claims of the petitioners are barred by prescription.
3. Whether the various procedural and jurisdictional arguments of the petitioners regarding
the non-filing of supersedeas bond, late filing of motions, and the doctrine of finality apply.
4. Whether the waivers and quitclaims by some claimants were illegal and thus invalid.
5.  Whether the NLRC acted within its  jurisdiction and with due regard to  substantial
evidence, due process, and applicable law.

**Court’s Decision:**
The Supreme Court held that the NLRC did not commit grave abuse of discretion except
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concerning the claims of the 149 identified in Annex “B” of the September 2, 1991 NLRC
Resolution,  which  were  affirmed.  The  petition  was  partly  granted  on  this  basis,
notwithstanding procedural issues regarding the appeal bond and the late filing of motions
for reconsideration.

**Doctrine:**
This  case  reaffirmed  several  legal  principles,  including  the  finality  of  administrative
decisions upon the dismissal of petitions for certiorari, the applicability of the doctrine of
prescription to labor cases, the critical analysis of waivers and quitclaims, and the limited
scope of judicial review of labor cases. Specifically, it recognized the principle that workers’
rights  cannot  be  easily  waived  through quitclaims  and  that  procedural  lapses  can  be
excused in the interest of justice.

**Class Notes:**
1. **Doctrine of Finality:** Once a decision is unchallenged within the prescribed period or
a motion for reconsideration is denied, it becomes final and executory.
2. **Doctrine of Prescription:** Labor claims may be barred by prescription if not timely
filed within the period prescribed by law or agreement.
3. **Importance of Filing Appeals and Motions:** Timely filing is crucial in legal procedures,
though courts may exercise discretion in exceptional circumstances.
4. **Validity of Quitclaims:** Courts scrutinize quitclaims to ensure they were voluntarily
entered into and that the consideration was fair and just.
5. **Jurisdiction of Labor Tribunals:** Labor tribunals are bestowed with the authority to
resolve  money  claims  arising  from  employment  relationships,  factoring  in  substantial
evidence and legal mandates.
6.  **Article  223  of  the  Labor  Code:**  Specifies  the  requirements  and  procedures  for
appealing decisions of the Labor Arbiter to the NLRC, highlighting the necessity of an
appeal bond for monetary awards.

**Historical Background:**
This case illustrated the complexities and challenges faced by overseas Filipino workers
(OFWs) in seeking redress for labor-related grievances.  Spanning over two decades,  it
underscored the procedural and substantive hurdles encountered by OFWs in litigating
employment  disputes  from abroad,  highlighting the  need for  efficient,  accessible  legal
mechanisms to protect their rights.


